
four thieves vinegar  part 1–

story

So let me tell you the legendary story of the four thieves ...
Going back in time to the year around 1350 the bubonic plague also known as black
plague was raging in Europe. It was recorded as the most devastating pandemic in

human history.
Four friends decided to rob the houses of the diseased. The government thought in
time those four thieves would catch the plague but instead they simply didn’t fall ill.

In the end they did get caught and had to reveal their secret – the recipe for a herbal
infused vinegar.

There are many different versions of the recipe out there but below is the one I have
worked out. All of the herbs have got antimicrobial properties and I have also included

some anti viral herbs.

four thieves vinegar - ingredients

1 1/2 tsp dried rosemary
1 1/2 tsp dried peppermint

1 tsp dried thyme
1 1/2 tsp dried lavender flowers

1/2 tsp black peppercorns
1 1/2 tsp dried sage

optional: freshly chopped garlic and/or ginger

200 ml organic apple cider vinegar

If you don’t have all of the above herbs simply substitute with whatever you’ve got.
For example if you don’t have any rosemary simply double the amount of another herb. In

case you’d like to use fresh herbs a general rule of thumbs is to use about 5 times the amount
of what the recipe states in dried herbs. Make sure to write everything down in case you love it

so much you want to make more of the same.

Always start with a small batch as we don’t want to waste any precious materials.
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four thieves vinegar  part 2–

useful herbal info

In this section I would like to quickly brush the surface of a few herbs and go over
some info that I find useful. Keep in mind that the list of uses and info for each herb is

much longer and more complex. I recommend that if you are particularly drawn
towards a herb to go and look into it a bit more. Whenever I do that little exercise

myself I’m always surprise how well the uses match my needs! Personally I think that in
herbal medicine intuition plays a big part.

Never underestimate your body’s intelligence!

 A

Rosemary – This strong and fragrant herb belongs to the mint family and is a great herb for
the brain. It enhances cognitive function, helps clear the mind and is a great mood booster. It is

also a very good herb for your oral health and to strengthen your hair. Some other top
properties are: highly antibacterial, detoxifying, stomach soother.

Rosemary increases circulation and people with high blood pressure should be careful with this
herb.

Peppermint – A very well known herb ... is it? Sure, we probably know that it is a great herb to
support digestion. But like with other herbs if you have too much of it there will be an opposite
effect and peppermint can irritate the “tummy”. And again we see more isn’t always better just
because it is herbal. Peppermint can also be used for headaches, oral health and to clear the

airways. I also like to use peppermint essential oil diluted as a spray to keep my spider
flatmates to their designated area which is outside the house :o) Kind of an agreement they

like to break.
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 A

Thyme -  Antother member of the mint family. For this herb I would stick with the amount statet
in the recipe as it can trigger a skin reaction in big quantities when used externally. For internal
application thyme can easily be increased. Amazing thyme is also one of my favourite herbs
for a cough or sore throat tea or as an ingredient in a cough syrup. It tastes very strong and
can be quite overpowering so I never go overboard with it. Some of thyme’s top properties

are: highly antiseptic, antifungal, antioxidant, disinfecting, tonic.

Lavender -  Some just love the smell of lavender others simply don’t. My body gives me a
clear yes for this herb especially if I’m in need of something calming and soothing for my

nervous system. It can also be very helpful with headaches. and is a top wound healer with it’s
powerful antiseptic properties. This is another herb though that can have an opposite effect if

you have too much of it. The result is a headache and not being calm at all.

safe for kids – Please do your own research and/or check with a health professional if you are
unsure about the use of any herbs. From what I have found through my research following

herbs are likely to be safe for children: thyme, lavender, garlic, spearmint
The herbal academy has got a very nice post about “choosing safe herbs for kids”

https://theherbalacademy.com/choosing-safe-herbs-for-your-kids/

pregnant and breastfeeding women – please check with a herbalist or your health
professional if you’d like to use any herbs during that time.
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four thieves vinegar  part 3–

how to make a four thieves vinegar - directions

There are two different ways of making this herbal vinegar/vinegar tincture.

quick version – measure out your herbs and put them in a saucepan, add the vinegar and
cover. Gently heat up the vinegar and on a low heat let it simmer for about 10-20 minutes. If
you lift the lid please don’t put your head straight over the pan – been there done that, not

nice. Now strain the vinegar, bottle and label, done!

long version – measure out your herbs and put them in a clean jar. Add the vinegar and put
the lid on. In case the lid is made of metal place a piece of parchment paper inside it. Write
date and what it is on the jar. Place the jar in a dark, warm place for about 3-4 weeks and

shake daily if possible. After the above time frame strain the vinegar, bottle and label.

note – vinegar reacts with metal so it is better to use a plastic sift.

four thieves vinegar – uses

You can use this vinegar internally as a health tonic. Up to 3 tsp daily. If you don’t like the
vinegar taste a lot simply use it in cooking or add a teaspoon to a drink. One point that I

mention a lot is not to go overboard as it still is a medicine no matter how you use it.

Another great way to use it is for cleaning and disinfecting either undiluted or diluted. I also
have a disinfecting spray made of 3/4 of the vinegar and 1/4 water plus some essential oils.

Using vinegar as a disinfectant is not supported by science but still has been used in that
fashion for probably thousands of years. The infused herbs also have got antimicrobial

properties to support the vinegars benefits.
Having those facts you will need to decide for yourself if using the vinegar as disinfectant is

reliable enough.
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